Acronis Disaster Recovery add-on

Run Your Backups from Acronis Cloud in Case of Disaster

DISCOVER A RELIABLE CLOUD-BASED DISASTER RECOVERY SOLUTION FOR BUSINESSES OF ANY SIZE

Acronis Disaster Recovery add-on is built on top of Acronis Cyber Backup and ensures quick failover of your critical workloads to the cloud, boosting your business continuity with no efforts. Gain instant data availability of all critical workloads no matter what kind of disaster strike.

EFFORTLESS BUSINESS CONTINUITY
Disaster Recovery as a Service boosts your business continuity with no effort. Ensure your critical business applications are always available and ready to run in the Acronis Cloud by adding easy-to-use cloud failover to your backup solution.

PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL MACHINES
- Windows Server
- Linux

VIRTUALIZATION PLATFORMS
- VMware vSphere
- Microsoft Hyper-V
- Linux KVM
- Citrix XenServer
- Red Hat Virtualization

APPLICATIONS
- Microsoft Exchange
- Microsoft SQL Server
- Microsoft SharePoint
- Microsoft Active Directory

www.acronis.com
STAYING OPEN FOR BUSINESS HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER

Disaster Recovery on top of your backups
Add disaster recovery to your backups in a matter of seconds, utilizing the same agent, web console, backup storage, and cloud infrastructure. Acronis Disaster Recovery add-on, on top of Acronis Cyber Backup, provides all-in-one backup, disaster recovery, and advanced ransomware protection.

Disaster recovery for on-premises and cloud workloads
Get complete data and infrastructure protection with the ability to failover to and run in Acronis Cloud using one integrated solution for all your data protection needs, regardless the location or environment — on-premises, in remote systems, or in public clouds.

Multiple recovery point times
Customize your RPO to each critical application and data set in advance, so you can invoke your DR plan with ease and bring your critical business workloads to life in the cloud. By selecting the optimal recovery point time, you can recover the most recent version of your critical data and access the latest, clean copy of your data.

Application-level replication
Run your mission-critical applications consistently, or like usual, even when your production environment is down. You can achieve the best RTOs and RPOs by quickly adding virtual machines into the Acronis Cloud, and by using a set of Windows or Linux VM templates to host replicas of the applications.

Isolated testing environment
Ensure process availability with non-disruptive failover testing. Keep all backed up servers and applications running continuously and in line with your DR plan by starting recovery servers in Acronis Cloud’s isolated testing environment, with no impact on your production network.

Intuitive web-based console
Set up, add and configure the cloud-based recovery server with just a few clicks. The intuitive, touch-friendly, web-based console ensures IT generalists can easily implement most disaster recovery activities, including network configuration, failover testing, and failback.

- **Encrypted backups support**
  Perform failovers using encrypted backups and allow the system to use the securely stored passwords for automated disaster recovery operations. Comply with various data regulations (like HIPAA).

- **Multiple networks support**
  Extend up to five local networks to the Acronis Cloud Recovery Site through the single site-to-site connection. Failover complex environments where protected servers are distributed across several network segments.

- **VPN-less deployment option**
  Onboard customers more quickly and easily. Switch from the “point-to-site” to “site-to-site” mode anytime. Quickly evaluate the service without the need to extend the local network to the cloud site.

- **Recovery servers RPO compliance tracking**
  Define recovery point thresholds for the recovery servers to identify how “fresh” the cloud backup of the original machine (to perform failover) should be. Track recovery point objective (RPO) in real-time via the web console.

- **New “Disaster Recovery” section in UI**
  Find all disaster recovery controls in the new “Disaster Recovery” section. Manage key functionality using separated tabs: server list, runbooks, connectivity settings, and the credentials store.

DISASTER RECOVERY ORCHESTRATION
The runbooks feature simplifies and speeds up failover of multiple machines to a cloud recovery site. It allows efficient operations to automate failover and testing and ensures the systems are recovered in the right order to address dependencies between applications on different machines.

- **Drag-and-drop editor**
  Define groups of machines and sequences of action with these groups by using the intuitive drag-and-drop editor.

- **Non-disruptive testing**
  Verify the integrity of your disaster recovery plans by executing runbooks in test-mode via the web console and isolating testing from the production network.

- **Execution monitoring**
  Gain visibility into disaster recovery orchestration with a detailed runbook-execution real-time view and history.

Sign up for a 30-day trial of Acronis Disaster Recovery Cloud at www.acronis.com